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Objectives of this talk

Share a story of a successful application of a 
linear representation

tale of human-powered feature generation and 
selection

Share some experiences with representation 
building for a mobile robot: Critterbot



OutLine

Part 1: Hearts
introduce the game of hearts

describe our successful approach to feature selection 
in Hearts

Part 2: Critterbot
preliminary results on predicting robot data

discuss ideas for automatically building features 
from robot data



Why learn to play Hearts

Best computer programs at intermediate level

Few applications of RL to multi-player games

Commercial value

Interesting AI problem

large state space, partial information, some 
opponent modelling



The game of hearts

Trick-based card game 

Want to minimize your points

One point for every heart (♥) 
13 points for Q♠ 
If one player takes all 26 points (shoots the moon) 
others get 26 each



Learning approach

Features: binary encoding of the cards (416)

Action selection: maxn tree search using 
learned values for leaf nodes

Learn linear combination of features              
via TD learning 

Return: -score

Training data: self-play and expert



Representation

We tried: multi-layer nets, random 
representations and linear networks

The gulf between game specific knowledge and 
the card representation was too large

Consider defining: P1 has the lowest ♥

[P1 has 2♥]   OR   [P1 has 3♥] AND [[P1 has taken 2♥] OR        
[P2 has taken 2♥] OR [P3 has taken 2♥] OR [P4 has taken 2♥]] ...



Expert game features

We created expert features (atomic) mapping 
cards to situational specific game knowledge

e.g we have no ♥, we have the lead,  we have 
Q♠

Combine atomic features 2, 3, and 4 times with 
AND operation

Split into 2 learning problems: avoid hearts 
and avoiding Q♠



learning to avoid Q♠



Learning to avoid ♥



Building a hearts player

Selected highly weighted features from each 
subproblem

Combined feature sets and learned on the full 
problem



Self Play vs Expert



lessons from hearts

Expert features and selection were critical for 
performance

We were lucky: low dimensional combinations 
resulted in good performance

Expand and add approach has potential
linear architecture
generate huge binary feature sets
prune features based on weights



Open issues

Applications allow human guided feature search 
-> can we automate this process?

how to generate task specific features from data:
cascade correlation, Bellman error basis functions, proto-value functions 

how to combine existing features?
how to delete features?

Account for the temporal/continual nature of RL
How do we get interesting data?
Should we define subproblems or Demons? 

inductive transfer, multi-task learning



Part 2: Critterbot
I want to teach robots

Punish Reward



wall following



from specific application to general 
platform for feature construction

Critterbot:
omni-directional movement
~40 sensors reporting data at 100 times/sec

Critterbot data:
highly correlated, varying latencies ... 

Fixed computational constraints



Experiment: predict critterbot 
sensors

Critterbot Simulator Data: 

actions: random, discrete fixed length 
observation: 10 IR sensors, 4 light sensors
time step: 10 times a second

Goal: predict next observation vector         
(action conditional)

Algorithm: LMS with fixed representation



Popular Representations

Tile Coding: common black-box method

Sparse Distributed Memories: create 
prototypes of input vectors

Variable resolution discretization (KDTree)

Multi-layer network: pre-learned first layer

Direct: linear mapping of sensor vector

How do these fixed representations fair?



small Results

Variable Resolution Discretization

random SDM

on-input SDM
Direct

neural net

error

steps x 10000

Tile Coding



big Results

Variable Resolution Discretization

on-input SDM

tile coding

random SDM

3-wise tiling
direct

neural net

error

steps x 10000



Manifolds

Is there a lower-dimensional structure that we 
can exploit?

Attribute selection in Weka provides some 
reduction ...



feature construction for the 
critterbot

Goals: 
Understand when/why existing methods 
work well on Critterbot data

under different policies 
independent of specific parameters

Discover properties of a good feature set

Define rules for generating new features



Conclusions

Can achieved good performance with a simple 
linear architecture and huge feature sets

The Critterbot is a challenging platform for 
representation building



Feature lore

Feature sets should: 
balance specificity: local and global aspects

have sparse activation

Individual features should:
be sparsely activated over time

be decorrelated within a time step

maximize information content

Can we scientifically validate these on Critterbot data?



approach

Define a set of unsupervised measures on the 
observations (o) and features (f) generated. eg:

Average feature activation per step
variance( numberActiveFeatures )
correlation( f(i), f(j) )
correlation( f(i), o )
correlation( f(i)t, f(i)t+1 )
correlation( ||o - o’ ||, ||f - f’||)



Experiment

Step 1: 
generate large data files ... using several different 
policies (wall following, light seeking, Random)

learn to predict next observation vector using 
several different fixed representations

Step 2:
for each parameterization of each algorithm 
compute average prediction error and measures 



preliminary results

measures correlate with prediction error

much more analysis needed ....



Conclusions

Can achieved good performance with a simple 
linear architecture and huge feature sets

The Critterbot is a challenging platform for 
representation building

Suggested an approach to designing a feature 
construction algorithm for mobile robots


